
Natural Actions, Concurrency and Continuous Time in theSituation CalculusRay ReiterDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of TorontoToronto, Canada M5S 1A4andThe Canadian Institute for Advanced Researchemail: reiter@cs.toronto.edu http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~cogrobo/AbstractOur focus in this paper is on natural exoge-nous actions (Pinto [23]), namely those whichoccur in response to known laws of physics,like a ball bouncing at times determined byNewtonian equations of motion. The prop-erty of such actions that we wish to captureis that they must occur at their predictedtimes, provided no earlier actions (naturalor agent initiated) prevent them from occur-ring. Because several such actions may occursimultaneously, we need a theory of concur-rency. Because such actions may be modeledby equations of motion, we need to repre-sent continuous time. This paper shows howto gracefully accommodate all these featureswithin the situation calculus, without sacri-�cing the simple solution to the frame prob-lem of Reiter [25]. One nice consequence ofthis approach is a situation calculus speci-�cation of deductive planning, with continu-ous time and true concurrency, and where theagent can incorporate external natural eventoccurrences into her plans.1 IntroductionFor the past several years, the Cognitive RoboticsGroup at the University of Toronto has been explor-ing the feasibility of the situation calculus (McCarthy[19]) as a theoretical and computational foundation formodeling autonomous agents dwelling in dynamic en-vironments. It is a challenging research problem tocapture, in a single formal and computational frame-work, the full range of characteristics associated withsuch settings: the frame, rami�cation and quali�ca-tion problems, exogenous and natural events, chanceevents and the unpredictability of action e�ects, com-plex actions and procedures and the ability of an agentto perform such actions, time, concurrency, hypothet-ical and counterfactual reasoning about action occur-

rences and time, perceptual actions and their e�ectson an agent's mental state, the complex relationshipsamong reasoning, perception and action, planning, be-lief revision in the presence of conicting observations,etc. The principal objective of this project is to pro-vide just such a general theory of actions and time,and, as noted above, our formal foundation for thishas been the situation calculus.While we remain far from achieving these long-rangeobjectives, we have had some modest success in thisundertaking. Starting with a solution to the frameproblem for deterministic, simple actions (Reiter [25]),we have de�ned and implemented a novel situationcalculus-based logic programming language for de�n-ing complex agent behaviors (Levesque et al. [14]),and experimented with it in a robotics application(Lesp�erance et al. [12]), and for software agents(Marcu et al. [18]). Scherl and Levesque [28]have given a situation calculus account of sensing(knowledge-producing) actions, and Bacchus, Halpernand Levesque have extended this to include noisy sen-sors [2]. Lin [15] has extended Reiter's treatmentfor deterministic primitive actions to nondeterminis-tic ones. Levesque [13] has given a situation calculusaccount of planning for agents which can sense theirenvironments. Shapiro, Lesp�erance and Levesque [31]have formalized agent goals and rational actions in thesituation calculus. Pinto [23] has proposed a situationcalculus-based account of concurrency, natural actionsand continuous time.These initial results have encouraged us in our beliefthat the situation calculus is well suited to the generalproblem of providing a formal and computational ac-count of complex dynamic domains and agent behav-iors. This paper is a further step in the direction ofappropriately enriching the situation calculus for thispurpose. Speci�cally, we suitably modify, and buildon, the earlier work mentioned above by Pinto [23]and also by Ternovskaia [32]. This we do by providingan axiomatization of the situation calculus to includeconcurrency, continuous time and two kinds of actions:(1) Those under the control of an autonomous agent



with the \free will" to perform any of these actionsat any time, provided their preconditions are met. (2)Natural actions { those under nature's control { whichmust occur at their predetermined times provided noother actions (natural or agent initiated) occur ear-lier to prevent them from occurring. Towards thatend, we begin by proposing an axiomatization of theconcurrent, temporal situation calculus. With theseaxioms in hand, we de�ne the legal situations, whichare those that respect the property of natural actionsthat they must occur at their predicted times, unlesssomething happens to prevent them. We then provesome intuitively desirable properties of these legal sit-uations, for example, that worlds which lack agentswith \free will" evolve deterministically, and we es-tablish regression-based methods for verifying that agiven situation is legal (the projection problem). Onenice consequence of this approach is a situation cal-culus theory of deductive planning, with continuoustime and true concurrency, and where the agent canincorporate external natural event occurrences into herplans.2 Formal Preliminaries2.1 The Language of the Situation CalculusWe begin by expanding the situation calculus ontologybeyond that of Lin and Reiter [16] and Reiter [26].The situation calculus is a sorted second order lan-guage with the following sorts, function and predicatesymbols:1. There is a sort action of simple actions. Con-ceptually, all simple actions are instantaneous,and every function symbol of sort action takesa parameter (in the last argument position) de-noting the time of the action's occurrence. So,start meeting(person; t) might be the instanta-neous action of person starting a meeting at timet. This will make the notion of concurrent ac-tions relatively unproblematic, which is not thecase when actions have durations, and thereforemay overlap in complicated ways (Gelfond, Lifs-chitz and Rabinov [7]).2. A sort time ranging over the reals.3. A function symbol time: time(a) denotes the oc-currence time of the simple action a.4. A function symbol start: start(s) denotes thestart time of the situation s.5. A new sort concurrent; these are sets of simpleactions. We do not axiomatize sets, but insteadrely on the standard interpretation of sets andtheir operations (union, intersection, etc) and re-lations (membership, subset, etc). This is in thesame spirit as our treatment of the sort time; wedo not axiomatize the reals for this purpose, but

instead rely on the standard interpretation of thereals and their operations (addition, multiplica-tion etc) and relations (<, �, etc). To distinguishthe sorts action and concurrent, we use variablesa; a0; : : : and c; c0; : : : respectively.6. As in the sequential situation calculus, we have asort situation, but now ranging over sequences ofconcurrent actions.7. A binary function symbol do : concurrent �situation ! situation; and a constant S0 denot-ing the initial situation.8. The sequential situation calculus has a distin-guished predicate symbol Poss; Poss(a; s) meansthat simple action a can be executed in the situ-ation s. We extend Poss to concurrent actions,and will write Poss(c; s) to mean that the con-current action c is possible in situation s.9. The sequential situation calculus has a distin-guished predicate symbol <. s < s0 means thatone can get from situation s to situation s0 by asequence of executable (possible) simple actions.We extend < to concurrent actions, so that s < s0will mean that one can get from situation s to sit-uation s0 by a sequence of executable (possible)concurrent actions.10. Finally, there are predicate symbols natural,coherent, legal and lntp, to be described later.2.2 Foundational Axioms for the Concurrent,Temporal Situation CalculusLin and Reiter [16] and Reiter [26] provide founda-tional axioms for the sequential situation calculus.These need to be generalized to the concurrent, tem-poral setting, which we now do. Our assumption thatall simple actions are instantaneous makes this gener-alization relatively unproblematic.We begin by postulating a second order induction ax-iom: (8P ):P (S0) ^ (8c; s)[P (s) � P (do(c; s))]� (8s)P (s): (1)We need the following unique names axioms for situa-tions: S0 6= do(c; s); 1 (2)do(c; s) = do(c0; s0) � c = c0 ^ s = s0: (3)The time of an action occurrence is the value of thataction's temporal argument. So, for each action func-tion A(~x; t) of our situation calculus language, we needan axiom: time(A(~x; t)) = t; (4)1In what follows, lower case Roman characters will de-note variables in formulas, unless otherwise noted. In ad-dition, free variables will always be implicitly universallyprenex quanti�ed.



as, for example, intime(start meeting(person; t)) = t:Following Lin and Shoham [17], Pinto [23] and oth-ers we treat concurrent actions as sets, possibly in�-nite, of simple actions. As we'll see later, the pos-sibility of in�nitely many actions occurring concur-rently must be taken seriously, so that the obviousnotation a1ka2k � � �kan cannot accommodate this pos-sibility. Because concurrent actions are sets of simpleactions, we can use the notation a 2 c to mean thatsimple action a is one of the actions of the concurrentaction c.We require that concurrent actions be coherent, whichis to say, there is at least one action in the collection,and that all of the (instantaneous) actions in the col-lection occur at the same time:coherent(c) �(9a)a 2 c ^ (9t)(8a0)[a0 2 c � time(a0) = t]: (5)We can now extend the function time from simple ac-tions to concurrent ones, and we can de�ne the func-tion start, as follows:coherent(c) �[time(c) = t � (9a)(a 2 c ^ time(a) = t)]^start(do(c; s)) = time(c): (6)Notice that we do not de�ne the start time of S0; thisis arbitrary, and may (or may not) be speci�ed to beany real number, depending on the application.Not every action is executable in every situation. Ac-cordingly, we introduce a binary predicate Poss(c; s),meaning that it is possible to execute concurrent ac-tion c in situation s. What can we say in general aboutthe preconditions of concurrent actions? At the veryleast, we need the following:Poss(a; s) � Poss(fag; s); (7)Poss(c; s) � coherent(c) ^ (8a)[a 2 c � Poss(a; s)]:(8)As we shall see in Section 3.3, the converse of (8) neednot hold.Finally, we need to reconsider the relation < on situa-tions as axiomatized for the sequential, non-temporalsituation calculus in Lin and Reiter [16] and Reiter[26]. The intended interpretation of s < s0 is thatsituation s0 is reachable from situation s by some se-quence of one or more concurrent actions, each con-current action of which is possible in that situationresulting from executing the actions preceding it inthe sequence. Consider the situationdo(fcollide(B1; B2; 4); end lunch(Bill; 4)g;do(fstart meeting(Susan; 6)g; S0));in which the time of the second action precedes that ofthe �rst. Intuitively, we do not want to consider such

an action sequence possible, and we amend the foun-dational axioms for < in the sequential, non-temporalcase accordingly: :s < S0; (9)s < do(c; s0) � Poss(c; s0) ^ s � s0 ^start(s0) � time(c): (10)Here, s � s0 is an abbreviation for s < s0 _ s = s0.Now, s < s0 means that one can get to s0 from s by asequence of possible concurrent actions, and moreover,the times of those action occurrences must be nonde-creasing. Notice that we are overloading the predicate<; it is used to order situations as well as real numbersin the temporal domain. It will always be clear fromcontext which usage we mean. Finally, notice that theconstraint start(s0) � time(c) in axiom (10) permitsaction sequences in which the time of an action maybe the same as the time of a preceding action, withoutrequiring that these actions occur concurrently. Forexample,do(fcollide(B1; B2; 4); end lunch(Bill; 4)g;do(fstart meeting(Susan; 4)g; S0));might be a perfectly good situation accessible fromS0. This situation is de�ned by a sequence of two con-current actions, each of which has the same occurrencetime. We allow for this possibility because often an ac-tion occurrence serves as an enabling condition for thesimultaneous occurrence of another action. For exam-ple, cutting a weighted string at time t enables the ac-tion start falling(t). Both actions occur at the sametime, but conceptually, the falling event happens \af-ter" the cutting. Accordingly, we want to allow the sit-uation do(fstart falling(t)g; do(fcut string(t)g; S0)):The axioms (1) - (10) are the foundational axioms forthe concurrent, temporal situation calculus.3 Axiomatizing Concurrent WorldsMost actions (picking up a block, going from one loca-tion to another) take time. What use, then, is a theoryof actions in which all actions are instantaneous? Asobserved by Pinto [23] and Ternovskaia [32], the trickfor making this work in the situation calculus is toconceive of such actions as processes, represented byuents, and to introduce durationless actions whichinitiate and terminate these processes. For example,in a blocks world, we might have instantaneous ac-tions start pickup(x; t) and end pickup(x; t), and theprocess of picking up x is represented by the uentpicking up(x; t; s). start pickup(x; t) causes the uentpicking up to be true, end pickup(x; t) causes it to befalse. In those situations s in which picking up(x; t; s)is true, we can describe those properties of the world,for example the position of the agent's hand as a func-tion of t, which must be true during the evolution ofthe process picking up.



3.1 Successor State AxiomsReiter [25], building on the ideas of Pednault [21] andof Haas [9] and Schubert [29], proposes a solution tothe frame problem for deterministic, nonconcurrent ac-tions in the absence of state constraints. This providesa systematic way of obtaining so-called successor stateaxioms from the e�ect axioms. We have to generalizethese successor state axioms slightly, to take concur-rency into account. This is quite straightforward, fol-lowing the proposals of Pinto in his Ph.D. thesis [23]and Ternovskaia [32]. So, we will write formulas like:Poss(c; s) � [picking up(x; do(c; s)) �(9t)start pickup(x; t) 2 c _picking up(x; s) ^:(9t)end pickup(x; t) 2 c]:A more interesting example is due to James Allen [1].Imagine a door with a spring latch. The door canbe unlocked by turning the latch, but the agent mustkeep the latch turned, for if not, the spring loadedmechanism returns the latch to its locked position. Toopen the door, the agent must turn the latch, andkeep it turned while she pushes on the door. Theconcurrent latch turning and door pushing causes thedoor to open. Neither action by itself will open thedoor. This is easy to do in the situation calculus ifwe view the action of turning and holding the latchopen, which intuitively would have a duration, as acomposite of two instantaneous actions, turn latch(t)and release latch(t), whose e�ects are to make theuent locked(s) false and true respectively. In thesame spirit, we treat the action of pushing on a door,which also would intuitively have a duration, as acomposite of two instantaneous actions start push(t)and end push(t), whose e�ects are to make the uentpushing(s) true and false respectively. The appropri-ate successor state axiom for open is:Poss(c; s) � [open(do(c; s)) �(9t)[turn latch(t) 2 c ^ start push(t) 2 c] _pushing(s) ^ (9t)turn latch(t) 2 c _:locked(s) ^ (9t)start push(t) 2 c _ open(s)]:Those for pushing and locked are:Poss(c; s) � [pushing(do(c; s)) � (9t)start push(t) 2 c_pushing(s) ^ :(9t)end push(t) 2 c];P oss(c; s) � [locked(do(c; s)) � (9t)release latch(t) 2 c_locked(s) ^ :(9t)turn latch(t) 2 c]:Another interesting example is due to Rob Miller.2Turning on the hot water faucet causes hot water torun (denoted by the uent hot(s)); similarly for turn-ing on the cold. Both the hot and cold water faucetsshare a common spout, so if only the hot water is run-ning, you will burn your hand. This example is of2Personal communication.

interest because the occurrence of the action of turn-ing on the cold water faucet cancels the e�ect of aco-occurrence of turning on the hot.Poss(c; s) � [hot(do(c; s)) � (9t)turnonHot(t) 2 c _hot(s) ^ :(9t)turno�Hot(t) 2 c]:P oss(c; s) � [cold(do(c; s)) � (9t)turnonCold(t) 2 c _cold(s) ^ :(9t)turno�Cold(t) 2 c]:The following successor state axiom captures the con-ditions for burning oneself:Poss(c; s) � [burn(do(c; s)) �:cold(s) ^ (9t)turnonHot(t) 2 c ^:(9t)turnonCold(t) 2 c_:hot(s) ^ cold(s) ^ (9t)turnonHot(t) 2 c ^(9t)turno�Cold(t) 2 c_hot(s) ^ cold(s) ^ :(9t)turno�Hot(t) 2 c ^(9t)turno�Cold(t) 2 c_burn(s)]:3.2 Action Precondition AxiomsThe approach of Reiter [25] to axiomatizing dynamicworlds in the situation calculus relies on a collection ofaction precondition axioms, one for each action type,and we also rely on such axioms here. These spec-ify necessary and su�cient conditions under which theaction is possible. For example, in a blocks world, wemight have the following action precondition axiom forthe action pickup(x), by a one-handed robot:Poss(pickup(x); s) � [(8y):holding(y; s)] ^clear(x; s) ^ :heavy(x; s):In general, an action precondition axiom will have thesyntactic form:Poss(A(~x; t); s) � �(~x; t; s): (11)Here, �(~x; t; s) is any �rst order formula with free vari-ables among ~x; t and s whose only term of sort situa-tion is s.3.3 The Precondition Interaction ProblemOur approach to axiomatizing actions appeals to ac-tion precondition axioms for specifying the precondi-tions of simple actions. These have the syntactic form(11). As pointed out by Pelavin [22] and Pinto [23], inthe case of action preconditions for concurrent actions,the converse of (8) need not hold. Two simple actionsmay each be possible, their action preconditions maybe jointly consistent, yet intuitively they should not beconcurrently possible. Pinto calls this the preconditioninteraction problem. Here is a simple example, after asimilar example of Pelavin [22]:Poss(start move left(t); s) � :moving(s):P oss(start move right(t); s) � :moving(s):



Intuitively,Poss(fstart move left(t); start move right(t)g; s)should be false. With reasonable successor state ax-ioms, we should be able to derive something like:Poss(fstart move left(t); start move right(t)g; s) �moving right(do(fstart move left(t); start move right(t)g; s));andPoss(fstart move left(t); start move right(t)g; s) �moving left(do(fstart move left(t); start move right(t)g; s)):So, in the presence of a reasonable state constraint like::[moving right(s) ^moving left(s)];we could derive:Poss(fstart move left(t); start move right(t)g; s):These are complicated issues which need to be lookedat more closely; see Pinto [23] for a more extensivediscussion. We shall ignore them here, except to notethat the ideas in the rest of this paper require no com-mitment, one way or another, to the form of a solutionto the precondition interaction problem.3.4 In�nitely Many Actions Can Co-OccurNothing prevents one from writing:Poss(A(x; t); s) � t = 1;in which case A(x; 1) can co-occur, for all x. So if xranges over the natural numbers (or the reals, or ...)we get lots of possible co-occurrences.4 Natural ActionsOur focus in this paper is on natural exogenous actions(Pinto [23]), namely those which occur in response toknown laws of physics, like a ball bouncing at timesdetermined by Newtonian equations of motion. Theselaws of physics will be embodied in the action precon-dition axioms, in the style of Pinto's PhD thesis [23],but in a somewhat more natural form:Poss(bounce(t); s) � is falling(s) ^ fheight(s) +vel(s)[t � start(s)] � 1=2g[t� start(s)]2 = 0g:Here, height(s) and vel(s) are the height and velocity,respectively, of the ball at the start of situation s.Notice that the truth of Poss(bounce(t); s) does notmean that the bounce action must occur in situation s,or even that the bounce action must eventually occur.It simply means that the bounce is physically possibleat time t in situation s; a catch action occurring beforet should prevent the bounce action.We introduce a predicate symbol natural, with whichthe axiomatizer can declare suitable actions to be nat-ural, as, for example, natural(bounce(t)).

4.1 Natural Actions and Legal SituationsIn the space of all possible situations, we want to singleout the legal situations, i.e. those which respect theproperty of natural actions that they must occur attheir predicted times, provided no earlier actions (nat-ural or agent initiated) prevent them from occurring.We capture these legal situations with the followingde�nition:legal(s) � [S0 � s ^(8a; c; s0):natural(a) ^ Poss(a; s0) ^ do(c; s0) � s �a 2 c _ time(c) < time(a)]: (12)This de�nition may initially be a bit di�cult to under-stand; the following provides a more intuitive inductivecharacterization of the legal situations.Lemma 1 The foundational axioms imply that thede�nition (12) is equivalent to the conjunction of thefollowing two sentences:legal(S0):legal(do(c; s)) � [legal(s) ^ Poss(c; s) ^start(s) � time(c) ^(8a):natural(a) ^ Poss(a; s) �a 2 c _ time(c) < time(a)]:Proof:) Straightforward.( Use the induction axiom (1), with the de�nition(12) as induction hypothesis.4.2 An Example: Enabling ActionsIn the discussion following the presentation of axiom(10), we noted the possibility of situations containingtwo or more concurrent actions with the same occur-rence times. We now provide an example where thisis a desirable feature of our axiomatization. Considera scenario in which an agent is holding an object. Atsome time she releases the object, enabling it to startfalling. The start falling action is a natural action,which is to say, it must occur immediately after therelease action. For simplicity, assume that once theobject starts to fall, it continues falling forever.start(S0) = 0; holding(S0); :falling(S0):natural(a) � (9t)a = start falling(t);P oss(release(t); s) � holding(s) ^ start(s) � t;Poss(start falling(t); s) � :holding(s) ^:falling(s) ^ start(s) � t;Poss(c; s) � [falling(do(c; s)) �(9t)start falling(t) 2 c _ falling(s)];P oss(c; s) � [holding(do(c; s)) � (9t)catch(t) 2 c _holding(s) ^ :(9t)release(t) 2 c]:Then, the following is a legal situation:do(fstart falling(1)g; do(frelease(1)g; S0)):The following is not a legal situation:do(fstart falling(2)g; do(frelease(1)g; S0)):



4.3 Zeno's ParadoxLegal situations admit in�nitely many distinct actionoccurrences over a �nite time interval. Consider thenatural action A:Poss(A(t); s) � t = (1 + start(s))=2;with start(S0) = 0. Then for any n � 1, the situa-tion do([A(1=2); : : : ; A(1 � 1=2n)]; S0) is legal.3 Thismeans that if B is another action, natural or not, withPoss(B(t); s) � t = 1, then B(1) never gets to bepart of any legal situation; it never happens! Thisis arguably the right intuition, given the idealizationof physical reality involved in the axiomatization of A.There does not appear to be any simple way to preventZeno's paradox from arising in temporal axiomatiza-tions like ours. Of course, this is not really a paradox,in the sense that such examples do not introduce anyinconsistencies into the axiomatization. See E. Davis[4] for a deeper discussion of these issues.4.4 The Natural World ConditionThis is the sentence:(8a)natural(a): (NWC)The Natural World Condition restricts the domain ofdiscourse to natural actions only.Lemma 2 The following is a consequence of the foun-dational axioms and the de�nition (12):legal(do(c; s)) ^ legal(do(c0; s)) ^NWC � c = c0:Proof:Suppose, for �xed c, c0, s, that legal(do(c; s)),legal(do(c0; s)), and NWC. Then, by Lemma 1,Poss(c; s), and Poss(c0; s), and therefore, by (8),coherent(c) and coherent(c0).1. First we prove a 2 c � a 2 c0. Suppose, tothe contrary, that there is some �, with � 2 c,but � =2 c0. By NWC, natural(�). SincePoss(c; s), we have Poss(�; �) by (8). Hence,since legal(do(c0; s)), we conclude, with the helpof Lemma 1, thattime(c0) < time(�): (13)Since coherent(c0), c0 is nonempty by (5), so thereexists � such that � 2 c0. Since Poss(c0; s), by(8), we conclude Poss(�; s). Since natural(�),we conclude, by Lemma 1, that� 2 c _ time(c) < time(�): (14)But, since coherent(c) and coherent(c0), we havetime(�) = time(c) and time(�) = time(c0),3do([a1; : : : ; an]; s) abbreviates the situation reachedfrom s by performing the actions a1; : : : ; an in sequence.

and these, together with (13), imply time(�) <time(c). This, together with (14), implies � 2 c.Since coherent(c), time(�) = time(c), which con-tradicts time(�) < time(c).2. The proof that a 2 c0 � a 2 c is entirely symmet-ric to the previous one.Combining 1 and 2, we conclude c = c0. 2Intuitively, the above lemma tells us that naturalworlds are deterministic: If there is a legal successorsituation, it is unique. The following theorem extendsLemma 2 to histories: When there are only naturalactions, the world evolves in a unique way, if it evolvesat all.Theorem 1 The foundational axioms and the de�ni-tion (12) entail the following:legal(s)^legal(s0 )^NWC � S0 � s � s0_S0 � s0 � s:Proof:The proof is by induction on s, using the induction ax-iom (1). The case s = S0 is immediate, so assume theresult for s, and suppose legal(do(c; s)) ^ legal(s0) ^NWC: We must prove S0 � do(c; s) � s0 _ S0 �s0 � do(c; s): Since legal(do(c; s)), then by Lemma 1,legal(s) and Poss(c; s). Hence, by the induction hy-pothesis, we conclude S0 � s � s0 _ S0 � s0 � s:Case 1: S0 � s � s0:Case 1.1: s = s0: Then, because Poss(c; s), s0 <do(c; s) by axiom (10), so, S0 � s0 � do(c; s):Case 1.2: s < s0:We require the following two results, each of which isprovable by induction on s0.(8s; s0):s < s0 � (9c)do(c; s) � s0; (15)(8s; s0):legal(s0) ^ s � s0 � legal(s): (16)Now, by (15), do(c0; s) � s0 for some c0. Moreover,because legal(s0), we have, by (16), legal(do(c0; s)):Since also legal(do(c; s)), then by Lemma 2, c = c0,and we conclude that S0 � do(c; s) � s0:Case 2: S0 � s0 � s:Since Poss(c; s), then by axiom (10), s0 < do(c; s),and by the transitivity of � (provable by induction),we conclude S0 � s0 � do(c; s):4.5 Least Natural Time PointsThe following de�nition plays a central role in theoriz-ing about natural actions:lntp(s; t) �(9a)[natural(a) ^ Poss(a; s) ^ time(a) = t] ^(8a)[natural(a) ^ Poss(a; s) � time(a) � t]: (17)



Intuitively, the least natural time point is the earliesttime during situation s at which a natural action canoccur.Remark 1 (17) entails the following:lntp(s; t) ^ lntp(s; t0) � t = t0:So, when it exists, the least natural time point isunique. The least natural time point need not exist, forexample, when (8a):natural(a) � (9x; t)a = B(x; t),where x ranges over the nonzero natural numbers, andPoss(B(x; t); s) � t = start(s) + 1=x.Lemma 3 Our situation calculus axioms entail:natural(a)^ legal(do(c; s)) ^ a 2 c � lntp(s; time(a)):Proof:Assume that natural(a), legal(do(c; s)) and a 2 c, for�xed a; c; s. Since legal(do(c; s)), we know, by Lemma1, that Poss(c; s), and therefore, by (8) that Poss(a; s)and coherent(c). We must prove lntp(s; time(a)).By the de�nition of lntp, it is su�cient to prove(8a0):natural(a0) ^ Poss(a0; s) � time(a0) � time(a).So, for �xed a0, assume natural(a0) ^ Poss(a0; s). Weprove time(a0) � time(a). Since legal(do(c; s)), weknow, by Lemma 1, thata0 2 c _ time(c) < time(a0): (18)Moreover, since coherent(c) and since a 2 c, we con-clude from (5) that time(a) = time(c). (18) gives twocases:Case 1: time(c) < time(a0). Since time(a) =time(c), we have time(a0) > time(a).Case 2: a0 2 c. Since coherent(c), we infer time(a0) =time(c). Since time(a) = time(c), then time(a0) =time(a). 2So, whenever do(c; s) is legal, c's natural actions allco-occur at the least natural time point of s. All theactions that must co-occur �rst, according to the \lawsof motion", actually do co-occur.In the case of a domain closure assumption on naturalactions, we can give an explicit formula for lntp(s; t).So, suppose we have the following domain closure ax-iom: natural(a) � (9~x; t)a = A1(~x; t) _ � � � _(9~z; t)a = An(~z; t); (19)together with the associated declarations (4):time(A1(~x; t)) = t;...time(An(~z; t)) = t: (20)Lemma 4 (17), (19) and (20) entail the following:lntp(s; t) �[(9~x)Poss(A1(~x; t); s) _ � � � _ (9~z)Poss(An(~z; t); s)] ^(8~x; t0)[Poss(A1(~x; t0); s) � t0 � t] ^ � � �^(8~z; t0)[Poss(An(~z; t0); s) � t0 � t]:

The Least Natural Time Point ConditionIn view of the possibility of \pathological" axiomati-zations, for which the least natural time point may notexist (see comments followingRemark 1), we introducethe following sentence:(8s):(9a)[natural(a) ^ Poss(a; s)] �(9t)lntp(s; t): (LNTPC)Normally, it will be the responsibility of the axioma-tizer to prove, usually by induction, that his axiomsentail LNTPC.Theorem 2 Our situation calculus axioms entail:LNTPC �legal(do(c; s)) � flegal(s) ^Poss(c; s) ^start(s) � time(c) ^[(8a):natural(a) ^ time(a) � time(c) �[a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a))]]g:Proof:)Assume LNTPC, and for �xed c; s, legal(do(c; s)).By Lemma 1, we conclude legal(s); P oss(c; s) andstart(s) � time(c). So we must prove:(8a):natural(a) ^ time(a) � time(c) �[a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a))]:So, for �xed a, assume natural(a)^time(a) � time(c);we prove: a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a)).1. Assume a 2 c; we prove Poss(a; s) ^lntp(s; time(a)). Since Poss(c; s), we knowPoss(a; s) by (8). By Lemma 3, we knowlntp(s; time(a)).2. Assume Poss(a; s)^lntp(s; time(a)); we prove a 2c. Since legal(do(c; s)), then by Lemma 1: a 2c _ time(c) < time(a): Since time(a) � time(c),we conclude a 2 c.(Assume LNTPC, and for �xed c; s, legal(s),Poss(c; s), start(s) � time(c), and(8a):natural(a) ^ time(a) � time(c) �[a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a))]: (21)By Lemma 1, we must prove: (8a0):natural(a0) ^Poss(a0; s) � a0 2 c _ time(c) < time(a0):So, for �xed a0, assume natural(a0) ^ Poss(a0; s) ^time(a0) � time(c). We must prove that a0 2c. By (21), it is su�cient to prove Poss(a0; s) ^lntp(s; time(a0)). We already know that Poss(a0; s),so we must prove lntp(s; time(a0)). By LNTPC, wehave lntp(s; � ) for some � , so there is an � such thatnatural(�)^Poss(�; s)^ time(�) = � . We prove thattime(a0) = time(�), fromwhich the desired conclusionlntp(s; time(a0)) follows. Now, because Poss(a0; s)and natural(a0), we have time(a0) � time(�). There-fore, because time(a0) � time(c), time(�) � time(c),



so by (21), � 2 c. Since Poss(c; s), by (8) and (5),time(�) = time(c). Since time(a0) � time(�) =time(c), and since also time(a0) � time(c), we con-clude time(a0) = time(�). Hence, we have proveda0 2 c.Theorem 3 Our situation calculus axioms entail thefollowing:LNTPC ^NWC �legal(do(c; s)) � flegal(s) ^Poss(c; s) ^start(s) � time(c) ^(8a)[a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a))]g:Proof:The( direction follows immediately from Theorem 2.To prove the ) direction, assume that LNTPC andNWC, and, for �xed c and s, that legal(do(c; s)). Wemust prove: (8a):a 2 c � Poss(a; s)^ lntp(s; time(a)):By Lemma 1, we have Poss(c; s), and(8a):P oss(a; s) � a 2 c _ time(c) < time(a): (22)1. Suppose a 2 c: Since Poss(c; s), then by (8)we know that Poss(a; s). It remains to provelntp(s; time(a)). This follows immediately fromLemma 3.2. Assume Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a)). We mustprove a 2 c. Since Poss(c; s), then by (8),coherent(c) and hence c is nonempty. So, thereexists � such that � 2 c. Since Poss(c; s), then by(8), we know that Poss(�; s) and coherent(c), soby (5), time(�) = time(c). Since lntp(s; time(a)),we have that time(�) = time(c) � time(a). So,by (22), we conclude a 2 c. 2This theorem informs us that for natural worlds satis-fying LNTPC, we obtain the next legal situation fromthe current one by assembling into c all the possibleactions occurring at the least natural time point ofthe current situation, provided this collection of natu-ral actions is possible, and the least natural time pointis greater than or equal to the start time of the cur-rent situation. Intuitively, this is as it should be fornatural worlds. Theorem 3 provides the theoreticalfoundation for a situation calculus-based simulator forphysical systems (Kelley [10]).The Concurrent Natural Actions AssumptionThis is the following sentence:coherent(c) ^ (8a)[a 2 c � natural(a) ^ Poss(a; s)]� Poss(c; s): (CNAA)This says that a coherent collection of natural actionsis possible if each individual action in the collectionis possible. In other words, the precondition interac-tion problem does not arise for co-occurring natural

actions. This seems to be an assumption about theaccuracy with which the physics of the world has beenmodeled by \equations of motion", in the sense thatif these equations predict a co-occurrence, then thisco-occurrence really happens in the physical world, sothat in our situation calculus model of that world, thisco-occurrence should be possible.Using this and (8), we obtain the following:Lemma 5 Our situation calculus axioms entail:CNAA ^ (8a)[a 2 c � natural(a)] �Poss(c; s) � coherent(c) ^ (8a)[a 2 c � Poss(a; s)]:Corollary 1 Our situation calculus axioms entail:LNTPC ^NWC ^CNAA �legal(do(c; s)) � flegal(s) ^ (9a)a 2 c ^start(s) � time(c) ^(8a)[a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a))]g:Proof:By Theorem 3, it is su�cient to prove thatLNTPC ^NWC ^CNAA �(9a)a 2 c ^ start(s) � time(c) ^(8a)[a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a))]�Poss(c; s) ^ start(s) � time(c) ^(8a)[a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a))]:So, assume LNTPC ^ NWC ^ CNAA. The ( di-rection is straightforward, using Lemma 5, and thede�nition (5) of coherent. To prove the ) direction,assume, for �xed a, c, and s, that (9a)a 2 c, and(8a)[a 2 c � Poss(a; s) ^ lntp(s; time(a))]. It is suf-�cient to prove Poss(c; s). By Lemma 5 and NWC,it is su�cient to prove coherent(c) ^ (8a)[a 2 c �Poss(a; s)]. The second conjunct follows from NWC,so we must prove coherent(c), which is equivalent, by(5), to (9a)a 2 c ^ (9t)(8a)[a 2 c � time(a) = t].The �rst conjunct is given by assumption, so we areleft with proving (9t)(8a)[a 2 c � time(a) = t].Suppose, for the purposes of deriving a contradiction,that (8t)(9a):a 2 c ^ time(a) 6= t: By assumption,(9a)a 2 c, so, for �xed �, suppose � 2 c. Then wemust have (9a):a 2 c^ time(a) 6= time(�), so for some�xed �0, we have �0 2 c ^ time(�0) 6= time(�). Be-cause � 2 c and �0 2 c, we infer lntp(s; time(�))and lntp(s; time(�0)), so by Remark 1, time(�0) =time(�), contradiction.5 Some Consequences of thisApproach5.1 Planning with Concurrent and NaturalActionsThe classical speci�cation of the planning task is byGreen [8], and concerns a single agent in complete con-trol of all actions that can be performed in the world



being modeled. A ground situation term � is a planfor G i� Axioms j= S0 � � ^G(�):Here, Axioms provide the relevant background theory.In view of the approach of this paper, we can nowgeneralize Green's de�nition to the case of a singleagent with the \free will" to perform a repertoire ofactions under her control, and a complementary setof natural actions under nature's control: A groundsituation term � is a plan for G i�Axioms j= legal(�) ^G(�):Here, Axioms includes the foundational axioms andthe associated de�nitions of this paper. It will alsoinclude action precondition and successor state ax-ioms for the actions under consideration, unique namesaxioms for actions, and axioms specifying the initialworld situation.This means we now have a situation calculus speci�ca-tion of deductive planning, with continuous time andtrue concurrency, and where the agent can incorporateexternal natural event occurrences into her plans.With the exception of Levesque's work on planning foragents with perceptual actions [13], this appears to bethe �rst signi�cant generalization of Green's classicalformulation of deductive planning.5.2 RegressionLemma 1 provides a basis for establishing legality byregression (Waldinger [33], Pednault [21], Reiter [25]).When LNTPC holds, Theorem 2 provides a betterregression mechanism, and when also NWC is true,we can use Theorem 3.While our focus in the previous section was on spec-ifying what counts as a plan for agents in concurrentworlds with natural actions, we note that a regression-style planning algorithm could be based on Theorem2, at least in the case when LNTPC holds.5.3 ExampleWe consider a generalization of an example that Pintoused in his Ph.D. thesis [23], which involves two nat-ural actions and an agent's \free will". Two perfectlyelastic balls, B1 and B2, are rolling parallel to eachother on a frictionless oor, between two parallel walls.Their motions are orthogonal to the walls, so we canexpect them to bounce inde�nitely between the twowalls, unless the agent catches one or both of them,which he is free to do. Take the �rst wall to be they-axis, the second wall to be distance W > 0 to theright of the �rst wall, and the balls start their motiontowards the right, beginning at the �rst wall. Initially,B2 has twice the velocity of B1.

Initial SituationW > 0; pos(B1; S0) = pos(B2; S0) = 0; vel(B1 ; S0) > 0;vel(B2; S0) = 2�vel(B1; S0); start(S0) = 0; B1 6= B2;natural(a) � (9t):a = bounce(B1; t)_a = bounce(B2; t):Action Precondition AxiomsPoss(bounce(b; t); s) �[b = B1 _ b = B2] ^ vel(b; s) 6= 0 ^[vel(b; s) > 0 � t = start(s) + W�pos(b;s)vel(b;s) ] ^[vel(b; s) < 0 � t = start(s) � pos(b;s)vel(b;s) ]:P oss(catch(b; t); s) �vel(b; s) 6= 0 ^ :Poss(bounce(b; t); s):Successor State AxiomsPoss(c; s) � pos(b; do(c; s)) = pos(b; s) +vel(b; s) � (time(c) � start(s)):P oss(c; s) � vel(b; do(c; s)) =if (9t)catch(b; t) 2 c then 0else if (9t)bounce(b; t) 2 c then � vel(b; s)else vel(b; s):Least Natural Time PointsUsing Lemma 4, and induction, we can show that:lntp(s; t) � Poss(bounce(B2; t); s) _Poss(bounce(B1; t); s) ^ (8t0):Poss(bounce(B2; t0); s):It follows that LNTPC holds. Notice that we havenot proved that (8s)(9t)lntp(s; t). In fact, this is false;A fcatch(B1; t); catch(B2; t)g concurrent action couldintervene in some situation. This would prevent anybounce action from occurring in the resulting situation,so this resulting situation would have no least naturaltime point.For n = 1; 2; : : : de�ne �n = n�W2�vel(B1;S0) . The �iare the times at which ball B2 will bounce, assumingno catch(B2; t) actions occur. Then the following se-quence of concurrent actions leads to a legal situation,provided the two actions in the concurrent actions arejointly possible:fbounce(B2; �1)g; fbounce(B1; �2); bounce(B2; �2)g;fbounce(B2; �3)g; fbounce(B1; �4); bounce(B2; �4)g;fcatch(B2; [�4 + �5]=2)g; fbounce(B1; �6)g;fbounce(B1; �8)g; fcatch(B1; �9)g:This could be proved by regression, using Theorem 2,but doing so by hand would be too tedious here.Notice that the following action, performed inS0 may, or may not lead to a legal situation:fcatch(B1; �1=2); catch(B2; �1=2g. That depends onwhether or not the two catch actions are jointly pos-sible. If the agent is a one-handed robot, then anyaxiomatization of the agent's abilities will include(8c; s):P oss(c; s) �:(9x; y; t):x 6= y ^ catch(x; t) 2 c ^ catch(y; t) 2 c:



This is another instance of Pinto's precondition in-teraction problem. Notice that all the results of thispaper are independent of any assumptions about thisproblem.5.4 Discrete TimeNothing in the previous discussion requires time tobe continuous. We consider here the consequences ofrelaxing this assumption. Speci�cally, we imagine thetime line to be the integers (positive and negative), sothat the sort time now ranges over these. Notice thatZeno's paradox cannot arise in this setting. When timeis discrete, we have the following:Lemma 6 Suppose:1. The time line ranges over the integers.2. The domain closure axiom (19) holds for naturalactions.3. Each natural action Ai(~x; t) has an action pre-condition axiom logically equivalent to one of theform:Poss(Ai(~x; t); s) � �i(~x; t; s)^start(s) � t; (23)where �i(~x; t; s) is a �rst order formula with freevariables among ~x; t; s.Then the least natural time point condition is satis�ed:Our situation calculus axioms entail LNTPC.Proof: (Slightly informal)Suppose that M is model of our axioms in which thetime sort ranges over the integers, and let � be a vari-able assignment such thatM; � j= natural(a) ^ Poss(a; s):We prove that M; � j= (9t)lntp(s; t): By axiom (4),domain closure (19), and the assumption (23),M; � j= start(s) � time(a):So, for any natural action a, time(a) is boundedfrom below in M by start(s). Since time is dis-crete, there is a least t � start(s) for which M; � j=(9a):natural(a) ^ Poss(a; s) ^ time(a) = t: Hence,M j= LNTPC: 2The above lemma is actually more general than it ini-tially appears to be. To begin, without some kind ofdomain closure assumption on natural actions, it isimpossible to prove the legality of any situation. Sec-ondly, it is quite natural to impose the temporal con-straint start(s) � t on action precondition axioms, asin (23), or, as we did in the bouncing balls example,omit this constraint from the axioms when it is knownfrom the problem description that the time variable tnecessarily satis�es this constraint.

6 Discussion and ConclusionsBy basing it on the language A of Gelfond and Lif-schitz [6], Baral and Gelfond [3] provide a seman-tic account of concurrency which, although not for-mulated in the situation calculus, has many similari-ties with ours. The principal di�erence is that Baraland Gelfond focus exclusively on concurrency, so theirontology does not include time or natural actions.Moreover, AC , their action representation language, ispropositional; while it would be possible to translateAC theories into the situation calculus, the resultingsentences would be in the monadic situation calculus,and therefore would be less general than the logicaltheories to which our approach applies.There have been a few earlier papers on formalizingnatural actions and continuous time. Shanahan's ap-proach [30] is embedded in the event calculus (Kowal-ski and Sergot [11]); Sandewall [27] relies on a tem-poral logic. Accordingly, these proposals are di�cultto compare with ours, based as it is on the situationcalculus. Below, we provide a comparison along onedimension: abductive planning, which seems to be re-quired by these proposals, and the deductive planningapproach of the situation calculus.The approaches of Pinto [23] and Pinto and Reiter [24],and of Miller and Shanahan [20] come closest to thatof this paper in that they also rely on the situationcalculus. These all di�er from us in proposing some-thing like an \actual" path in the tree of situations,corresponding to the way in which the world actuallyevolves. Both proposals su�er from what might becalled the \premature minimization problem", whichamounts to the assumption that all action occurrences(natural as well as those under the free will of an agent)are either speci�ed as part of the axiomatization, or areinferable from it. Closure, in the form of the minimiza-tion of action occurrences, is enforced by suitably cir-cumscribing these axioms. This means that any agentinitiated action not deducible from the axioms is as-sumed not to have happened. Therefore, if A is anaction which the agent could have, but did not initi-ate according to the axioms, then the \actual" path ofworld actions will not include A. In other words, hy-pothetical world evolutions, in which all possible agentinitiated actions are permitted, are excluded from theminimized axioms. The only legal situations (in thesense of this paper) under these approaches are thoseon the actual path. Now one of the great advantagesof the situation calculus is that all possible world his-tories are explicitly available in the language, as ob-ject language terms.4 It is precisely this feature whichpermits a deductive approach to hypothetical reason-ing about possible world futures. This, in turn, pro-4That is the role of the function symbol do. Like cons inLISP, it creates sequences, in this case terms representingworld histories, i.e. sequences of actions.



vides for a deductive account for planning. Unfortu-nately, by prematurely minimizing action occurrences,the above approaches preclude a deductive approachto hypothetical reasoning and planning; analogous ver-sions of the de�nition of planning of Section 5.1 cannotbe given. Instead, an abductive account must be used.Intuitively, one can see why this must be so. Since, af-ter circumscribing the axioms, there is just one actualpath, the possibility of other actual paths can be con-sidered only by hypothetically postulating other freewill action occurrences, closing the axioms with re-spect to these hypothetical occurrences, and testingwhether the resulting axioms are satis�able and entailthe goal condition.This phenomenon of planning by abduction is quitewidespread; it is used, for example, in the event calcu-lus [5] and in Allen's temporal logic [1]. In fact, it isthe only way to do planning in logics which do not pro-vide for branching futures. Unfortunately, abductiveplanning su�ers from a number of drawbacks, whencompared with the deductive approach:1. It is a metalevel task; the planner must leave theobject language to generate a candidate collectionof atoms of the form occurs(A; T ), test the con-sistency of these atoms with respect to the objectlevel axiomatization of the domain, then return tothe object level to prove the goal sentence relativeto the enlarged axiom set.2. Because of the above consistency test, abductiveplans are not even recursively enumerable for �rstorder axiomatizations, in contrast to the deduc-tive case.3. Even if we ignore the noncomputability of the con-sistency test, from a computational point of viewthere are at least two theorem proving tasks forabductive planners: the consistency test (whichnormally must be performed several times), to-gether with the goal-entailment proof.4. It is not di�cult to imagine settings where a robotagent needs to establish that a plan does not ex-ist. In the deductive case, this amounts to estab-lishing that Axioms j= :(9s)G(s); and, at leastformally, is no more problematic than the plan-ning problem. For abductive planners, it is not atall obvious what such a proof might look like, orhow it could be constructed; the robot must show,again at the metalevel, that there is no �nite setof atoms of the form occurs(A; T ), consistent withthe background axioms, which entails the goal.5. As observed by Pelavin [22], for concurrent ac-tions, abductive planning can yield incorrect plansin the presence of partial world descriptions.Pelavin [22] addresses the formalization of concurrentactions by extending the ontology of Allen's linear timelogic [1] to include histories to represent branching fu-
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